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Abstract—We present a multiple-person tracking algorithm, based on combining particle filters and RVO, an agent-based crowd model that infers collision-free velocities so as to predict pedestrian’s motion. In addition to position and velocity, our tracking algorithm can estimate the internal goals (desired destination or desired velocity) of the tracked pedestrian in an online manner, thus removing the need to specify this information beforehand. Furthermore, we leverage the longer-term predictions of RVO by deriving a higher-order particle filter, which aggregates multiple predictions from different prior time steps. This yields a tracker that can recover from short-term occlusions and spurious noise in the appearance model. Experimental results show that our tracking algorithm is suitable for predicting pedestrians’ behaviors online without needing scene priors or hand-annotated goal information, and improves tracking in real-world crowded scenes under low frame rates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pedestrian tracking from videos of indoor and outdoor scenes remains a challenging task despite recent advances. It is especially difficult in crowded real-world scenarios because of practical problems such as inconsistent illumination conditions, partial occlusions and dynamically changing visual appearances of the pedestrians. For applications such as video surveillance, the video sequence usually has relatively low resolution or low frame rate, and may thus fail to provide sufficient information for the appearance-based tracking methods to work effectively.

One method for improving the robustness of pedestrian tracking w.r.t. these confounding factors is to use an accurate motion model to predict the next location of each pedestrian in the scene. In the real-world, each individual person plans its path and determines its trajectory based on both its own internal goal (e.g., its final destination), and the locations of any surrounding people (e.g., to avoid collisions, or to remain in a group). Many recent methods [30, 38] have proposed online tracking using agent-based crowd simulators, which treat each person as a separate entity that independently plans its own path.

Despite their successes, agent-based online trackers [30, 38] have several shortcomings. First, they assume that the goal position or destination information of each pedestrian in the scene is known in advance, either hand annotated or estimated off-line using training data. Second, these tracking methods only use single-step prediction, which is a short-term prediction of the pedestrian’s next location based on its current position. As a result, these trackers are not fully leveraging the capabilities of agent-based motion models to predict longer-term trajectories, e.g., steering around obstacles. Third, existing motion models often overlook subtle, but crucial, factors in crowd interactions, including anticipatory motion and smooth trajectories [15]; this avoidance is reciprocal, as pedestrians mutually adjust their movements to avoid anticipated collisions. One of our goals is to use the long-term predictive capacities of such motion models to improve pedestrian tracking.

In this paper, we address these shortcomings by proposing a novel multiple-person tracking algorithm, based on a higher-ordered particle filter and an agent-based motion model using reciprocal velocity obstacles (RVO). RVO [35], a multi-agent collision avoidance scheme, has been used for multi-robot motion planning and generating trajectories of synthetic agents in dense crowds. In this paper, we combine the RVO motion model with particle filter tracking, resulting in a flexible multi-modal tracker that can estimate both the physical properties (position and velocity) and individual internal goals (desired destination or desired velocity). This estimation is performed in an online manner without acquiring scene prior or hand-annotated goal information. Leveraging the longer-term predictions of RVO, we derive a higher-ordered particle filter (HPF) based on a higher-order Markov assumption. The HPF constructs a posterior that accumulates multiple predictions of the current location based on multiple prior time steps. Because these predictions from the past ignore subsequent observations, the HPF tracker is better able to
recover from spurious failures of the appearance model and short-term occlusions that are common in multi-pedestrian tracking.

We evaluate the efficacy of our proposed tracking algorithm on low frame rate video of real scenes, and show that our approach can estimate internal goals online, and improve trajectory prediction and pedestrian tracking over prior methods. In summary, the major contributions of this paper are three-fold:

- We propose a novel tracking method that integrates agent-based crowd models and the particle filter, which can reason about pedestrians’ motion and interaction and adaptively estimate internal goals.
- We propose a novel higher-order particle filter, based on a higher-order Markov model, to fully leverage the longer-term predictions of RVO.
- We demonstrate that our RVO-based online tracking algorithm improves tracking in low frame rate crowd video, compared to other motion models, while not requiring scene priors or hand-annotated goal information.

II. RELATED WORKS

Multi-object tracking has been an active research topic in recent years. It is a challenging problem due to the changing appearances caused by factors including pose, illumination, and occlusion. [40] gives a general introduction to object tracking. Despite recent advances in tracking [4, 16], appearance-based approaches struggle to handle large numbers of targets in crowded scenes. **Data association:** Recent data association approaches for multi-object tracking [2, 6, 25] usually associate detected responses into longer tracks, which can be formulated as a global optimization problem, e.g., by computing optimal network flow [10, 41] or using linear programming [8, 19]. In addition, the mutual relation among targets is used to refine the data association for multiple targets [2, 22, 37]. Data association methods usually require detection responses from the past and the future frames, while ours is an online tracking method. **Particle filters:** Particle filters (PF) are often used for online multi-object tracking [5, 9, 18, 22, 27, 31, 36]. To handle the high-dimensionality in the joint state space when tracking multiple targets, [22] proposes a PF that uses a Markov random field (MRF) to penalize the proximity of particles from different objects. [18] describes a multi-target tracking framework based on pseudo-independent log-linear PFs and an algorithm to discriminatively train filter parameters. [9] uses a detection-based PF framework with a greedy strategy to associate the pedestrians’ detection responses from consecutive frames. In contrast to these approaches, we focus on using PF to adaptively estimate the agents’ internal goals (e.g., desired location), as well as the position and velocity. To enhance the performance of the traditional PF, we leverage crowd motion models to provide more accurate and longer-term state transition. **Higher-order models:** Previous works on “higher-order” Bayesian models related to tracking include: [13], which embeds multiple previous states into a large vector for state transition; [29], which is conditioned on multiple previous observations; [28], which formulates the state transition as a unimodal Gaussian distribution with the mean as a weighted sum of predictions from previous particles. Refer to Sec. IV-B for detailed comparisons with our HPF. **Crowd motion models:** Crowd tracking methods use complex motion models to improve tracking large crowds [1, 23, 32, 34, 39]. E.g., [1] uses a floor-fields approach to generate the probability of targets’ moving to their nearby regions in extremely crowded scenes, while [39] learns the non-linear motion patterns to assist association of tracklets from detection responses. Related to our work are trackers using agent-based motion models. E.g., [3] discretizes the velocity space of a pedestrian into multiple areas and models the probability of choosing velocities for tracking, while [30] formulates pedestrians’ movements as an energy optimization problem that factors in navigation and collision avoidance. [38] obtains insights from the social force approach, by using both group and destination priors in the pedestrian motion model. Pedestrian motion is also studied in other fields, e.g. pedestrian dynamics, graphics and robotics [15, 17]. Recently, RVO [35] has also been applied to tracking [20].

With these previous approaches [3, 20, 30, 38], agent-based motion model is simply used to predict one step ahead for the state transitions, regardless of its longer-term predictive capabilities. In contrast, our focus is to leverage the capabilities of agent-based motion models, by using longer-term predictions and online estimation of the agent’s internal goals without scene priors.

III. TRACKING WITH PARTICLE FILTERS AND RVO

In this section, we first present the RVO crowd model, and integrate it into a multiple-target tracking algorithm using the particle filter.

A. Reciprocal velocity obstacle (RVO)

The RVO motion model [35] predicts agents’ positions and velocities in a 2D ground space, given the information of all agents at the current time step. The predicted agents’ positions and velocities are such that they will not lead to collision among the agents. Each agent is first simplified as a disc in 2D space. The formulation of RVO then consists of several parameters, which are used to manipulate each agent’s movement, including desired velocity and the radius of agent’s disc.
RVO is built on the concept of velocity obstacle (VO) [14]. Let \( D(p, r) \) denote an open disc of radius \( r \) centered at a 2D position \( p \):
\[
D(p, r) = \{ q | \| q - p \| < r \}.
\]
Given a time horizon \( \tau \), we have:
\[
VO^\tau_{A|B} = \{ v | \exists t \in [0, \tau], tv \in D(p_B - p_A, r_A + r_B) \}.
\]
Here \( VO^\tau_{A|B} \) refers to the set of velocities that will lead to the collision of agents \( A \) and \( B \). Hence, if agent \( A \) chooses a velocity that is outside of \( VO^\tau_{A|B} \), \( A \) is guaranteed not to collide with \( B \) for at least \( \tau \) seconds, where \( \tau \) is the planning horizon. RVO sets up linear constraints in the velocity space and ensures that \( A \)'s new velocity will be outside \( VO^\tau \). Let \( u \) be the smallest change required in the relative velocity of \( A \) towards \( B \) in order to avoid collision. Let \( v^opt_A \) and \( v^opt_B \) be the velocities of agents \( A \) and \( B \), respectively, at the current time step. \( u \) can be geometrically interpreted as the vector going from the current relative velocity to the closest point on the VO boundary,
\[
u = (\arg\min_{v \in VO^\tau_{A|B}} \| v - (v^opt_A - v^opt_B) \|) - (v^opt_A - v^opt_B).
\]
If both agents \( A \) and \( B \) are implicitly sharing the responsibility to avoid collision, each needs to change their velocity by at least \( \frac{1}{2}u \), expecting the other agent to take care of the other half. Therefore, the set of velocities permitted for agent \( A \) towards agent \( B \) is:
\[
PV^\tau_{A|B} = \{ v | (v^opt_A + \frac{1}{2}u - v_B^opt) \cdot n \geq 0 \},
\]
where \( n \) is the normal of the closest point on \( VO^\tau_{A|B} \) to maximize the allowed velocities. In a multi-agent planning situation, this set of permitted velocities for agent \( A \) is computed as,
\[
PV^\tau_A = \bigcap_{B \neq A} PV^\tau_{A|B}.
\]
where \( v_{max}^A \) is the velocity with the maximum speed that agent \( A \) can take. Thus, \( A \)'s collision-free velocity and position at the next time step can be computed as,
\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{v}_{t+1} &= \arg\min_{v \in PV} \| v - \mathbf{v}_{desire} \|, \\
\mathbf{p}_{t+1} &= \mathbf{p}_t + \mathbf{v}_{t+1} \Delta t,
\end{align*}
\]
where \( \Delta t \) is the time interval between steps and \( v_{desire} \) is the desired velocity. This leads to a convex optimization solution. Figure 1 illustrates an example of RVO. More details can be found in [35].

**B. Tracking with particle filters**

In our tracking approach, we use an independent particle filter for each person, similar to [18], to track the state of the person. Each particle filter only estimates the state of a single person, but it can access the previous state estimates of the other pedestrians to infer the velocity using RVO. Hence the particle filters are loosely coupled throughout the tracking and simulation.

The state representation of a person at time \( t \) contains the person's position, velocity, and desired velocity, i.e., \( x_t = [p^T_t, v^T_t, v_{desire}^T]^T \). While \( p_t \) and \( v_t \) determine the physical properties of the person, \( v_{desire} \) represents the intrinsic goal of the person. In contrast to previous tracking methods using crowd models [30, 38], our method automatically performs online estimation of the intrinsic properties (desired location or desired velocity) during tracking.

In the standard online Bayesian tracking framework, the propagation of state \( x_t \) at time \( t \) depends only on the previous state (first-order Markov assumption). The goal of the online Bayesian filter is to estimate the posterior distribution of state \( x_t \), given the current observation sequence \( y_{1:t} \):
\[
p(x_t | y_{1:t}) \propto \alpha \cdot p(y_t | x_t) \int p(x_t | x_{t-1}) p(x_{t-1} | y_{1:t-1}) dx_{t-1},
\]
where \( y_t \) is the observation at time \( t \), \( y_{1:t} \) is the set of all observations through time \( t \), \( p(x_t | x_{t-1}) \) is the state transition distribution, \( p(y_t | x_t) \) is the observation likelihood distribution, and \( \alpha \) is the normalization constant. As the integral does not have a closed-form solution in general, the particle filter [12] approximates the posterior using a set of weighted samples \( X_t = \{ (w^m_t, x^m_t) \}_{m=1:M} \), where each \( x^m_t \) is an instantiation of the process state, known as a particle, and \( w^m_t \) is the corresponding weight. Under this representation, the Monte Carlo approximation can be given as
\[
p(x_t | y_{1:t}) \approx \alpha \cdot p(y_t | x_t) \sum_{m=1:M} w^m_{t-1} p(x_t | x_{t-1}^m),
\]
where \( M \) is the number of particles.

For the transition density, we model the propagation of the velocity and position as the RVO prediction with additive Gaussian noise, and use a simple diffusion
process for the desired velocity. Thus, the transition density is
\[ p(x_{t+1}|x_t) = N\left( \begin{bmatrix} p_t + R(X_t) \Delta t' \\ v_{\text{desired}} \end{bmatrix}, \Gamma \right), \]
where we represent the process of computing the predicted velocity using RVO in Eq. 6 as \( R(X_t) \). \( x_t \) is the set of posterior means for all agents at time \( t \), and \( \Gamma \) is a diagonal covariance matrix of the noise.

IV. TRACKING WITH HIGHER-ORDER PARTICLE FILTERS

Due to the modeling of person-to-person reciprocal interactions, RVO can reliably predict the crowd configuration over longer times. However, the particle filter from Section III-B uses a first-order Markov assumption, and hence the crowd model only predicts ahead one time step. Aiming to take better advantage of the longer-term predictive capabilities of RVO, in this section, we derive a higher-order particle filter (HPF) that uses multiple predictions, starting from past states.

A. Higher-order particle filter

In the HPF, we assume that the state process evolves according to a \( K \)-th order Markov model, with transition distribution \( p(x_t|x_{t-1:t-K}) \), which is a mixture of individual transitions from each previous state \( x_{t-j} \),
\[ p(x_t|x_{t-1:t-K}) = \sum_{j=1}^{K} \pi_j p_j(x_t|x_{t-j}), \tag{11} \]
where \( \pi_j \) are mixture weights, \( \sum_j \pi_j = 1 \), and \( p_j(x_t|x_{t-j}) \) is the \( j \)-step ahead transition distribution, i.e., the prediction from previous state \( x_{t-j} \) to time \( t \). For the \( K \)-th order model, the predictive distribution is
\[ p(x_t|y_{1:t-1}) = \int p(x_t|x_{t-1:t-K})p(x_{t-1:t-K}|y_{1:t-1})dx_{t-1:t-K} \]
\[ = \int \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{K} \pi_j p_j(x_t|x_{t-j}) \right] p(x_{t-1:t-K}|y_{1:t-1})dx_{t-1:t-K} \]
\[ = \sum_{j=1}^{K} \pi_j \int p_j(x_t|x_{t-j})p(x_{t-j}|y_{1:t-1})dx_{t-j}, \tag{12} \]
where Eq. 12 follows from swapping the summation and integral, and marginalizing out the state variables \( x_{t-k} \), for \( k \neq j \). Note that the posterior of the \( j \)th previous state \( p(x_{t-j}|y_{1:t-1}) \) depends on some “future” observations \( \{y_{j-1}, \ldots, y_{t-1}\} \). As we want to leverage the longer-term predictive capabilities of our crowd model, we assume that these “future” observations are unseen, and hence \( p(x_{t-j}|y_{1:t-1}) \approx p(x_{t-j}|y_{1:t-j}) \). The motivation for the approximation is two-fold: 1) it makes HPF completely online, by avoiding backtracking needed for smoothing PFs; 2) it reduces the effects of bad observations (e.g. if occlusion occurs at \( t-1 \), predictions from \( t-2 \) can jump over it). Substituting it into Eq. 12 yields an approximate predictive distribution as
\[ p(x_t|y_{1:t-1}) \approx \sum_{j=1}^{K} \pi_j p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j}), \tag{13} \]
which is a weighted sum of individual \( j \)-step ahead predictive distributions from the state posterior at time \( t-j \),
\[ p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j}) = \int p_j(x_t|x_{t-j})p(x_{t-j}|y_{1:t-j})dx_{t-j}. \tag{14} \]
The \( j \)-step ahead predictive distribution is approximated with particles from time \( t-j \),
\[ p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j}) \approx \sum_{m=1}^{M} \pi_j p_j(x_t|x_{t-j}^{(m)})p(x_{t-j}^{(m)}|y_{1:t-j}). \tag{15} \]
Associated with the \( j \)-step ahead predictor is a corresponding posterior distribution, which is further conditioned on the current observation \( y_t \),
\[ p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j}, y_t) = \frac{p(y_t|x_t)p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j})}{p_j(y_{1:t-j})} \]
\[ \approx \frac{1}{\alpha_j} p(y_t|x_t) \sum_{m=1}^{M} \pi_j p_j(x_t|x_{t-j}^{(m)})p(x_{t-j}^{(m)}|y_{1:t-j}), \tag{16} \]
where \( \alpha_j = p_j(y_{1:t-j}) \) is the likelihood of observing \( y_t \) using the \( j \)-step ahead predictor,
\[ p_j(y_t|y_{1:t-j}) = \int p(y_t|x_t)p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j})dx_t \]
\[ \approx \sum_{m=1}^{M} \pi_j p_j(x_t|x_{t-j}^{(m)})p(x_{t-j}^{(m)}|y_{1:t-j}). \tag{19} \]
The posterior distribution can now be approximated as
\[ p(x_t|y_{1:t}) = \frac{\int p(y_t|x_t)p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j})dx_t}{\int p(y_t|x_t)\sum_j \pi_j p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j})dx_t} \]
\[ = \frac{\sum_j \pi_j \int p(y_t|x_t)p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j})dx_t}{\sum_j \pi_j \int p(y_t|x_t)p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j})dx_t} \]
\[ = \frac{\sum_j \pi_j p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j})p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j})}{\sum_j \pi_j p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j})}. \tag{24} \]
Hence, the approximate posterior distribution is a weighted sum of the \( j \)-step ahead posteriors,
\[ p(x_t|y_{1:t}) \approx \sum_j \lambda_j p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j}, y_t), \tag{25} \]
where the weight for each individual posterior is
\[ \lambda_j = \frac{\sum_j \pi_j p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j})}{\sum_j \pi_j p_j(x_t|y_{1:t-j})}. \tag{26} \]
Finally, substituting in the particle filter
reuse the previous particles (i.e., Algorithm 1. HPF is illustrated in Figure 2 and the pseudo-code is in the posterior will be discounted if they are not well observation for each filter, and hence, some modes of weights are proportional to the likelihood of the current transition weights (Eq. 26). Specifically, previous states of standard particle filters, where each filter computes approximation,

\[
p(x_t | y_{1:t}) \propto \sum_{j} \lambda_j p(y_t | x_t) \sum_{m} p_j(x_t | x_{t-j}^m) p(x_{t-j}^m | y_{1:t-j})
\]

\[
p_j(y_t | y_{1:t-j}) = \int p(y_t | x_t) p_j(x_t | y_{1:t-j}) dx_t
\]

\[
\approx \sum_{m} p(y_t | x_{t-j}^m) p_j(x_{t-j}^m | y_{1:t-j}).
\]

In summary, the posterior of HPF is a weighted sum of standard particle filters, where each filter computes a \( j \)-step ahead prediction from time \( t-j \) to \( t \). The weights are proportional to the likelihood of the current observation for each filter, and hence, some modes of the posterior will be discounted if they are not well explained by the current observation. The overview of HPF is illustrated in Figure 2 and the pseudo-code is in Algorithm 1.

Note that HPF is computationally efficient, as we may reuse the previous particles (i.e., \( x_{t-j}^m \)) in Algorithm 1 and the \( j \)-step ahead predictions can be computed recursively from the previous predictions.

B. Comparison with previous higher-order models

Different from previous methods, our HPF formulation assumes the state transition a mixture of individual transitions from multiple prior time steps. Felsberg et al. [13] embed multiple previous states into a vector, resulting in a transition density that is a product of individual transitions terms, while ours is a mixture distribution. Park et al. [29] use an appearance model conditioned on multiple previous observations, while we use a first-order appearance model. Both [13, 29] are not based on PFs. Our work is closely related to [28], which formulates a higher-order PF where the transition model is a unimodal Gaussian distribution with the mean as a weighted sum of predictions from previous particles. In [28], the influence of previous states depends on their trained transition weights rather than the observation likelihood, and each particle depends only on its parent particles. In contrast, our higher-order PF models the state transition as a multimodal mixture distribution and the importance weights rely on both observations and transition weights (Eq. 26). Specifically, previous states with high likelihood in predicting the current observation impose more effects on the posterior, which is useful for tracking through occlusion. Moreover, all particles of the previous states are used to form the posterior, which increases diversity of particles (Algorithm 1).

V. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate our tracking algorithm in two experiments: 1) prediction of pedestrians’ motion from ground-truth trajectories; 2) multi-pedestrian tracking in video with low fps.

A. Dataset and models

We use the same crowd datasets used in [30, 38] to study real-world interactions among pedestrians and evaluate motion models. We use the Hotel sequences from [30] and the Zara01, Zara02 and Student sequences from [24]. All sequences are captured at 2.5 fps and annotated at 0.4s intervals. Hotel is captured from an...
aerial view, while Zara01 and Zara02 are both side views, and Student is captured from an oblique view. All of them include adequate interactions of pedestrians (e.g. collision avoidance).

In our framework, we transform pedestrians feet positions in the image to coordinates in the ground space, as is the case in many recent tracking papers [2, 30, 38]; pedestrians motion can be estimated and described using pedestrian motion model such as RVO and LTA for the sake of accuracy. Tracking approaches using ground-space information become popular due to advances in estimating the transformation between the world space and the image space, e.g. Fig.7 in [30] uses a moving camera at eye-level. Here the geometric transformation is enough for static camera. Our datasets follow [30, 38], which are all general surveillance videos. Except Hotel, these datasets are captured with oblique views.

In addition to RVO, we also consider three other agent-based motion models, LTA [30], ATTR and ATTRG [38]. LTA and ATTR predict the pedestrians’ velocities by optimizing energy functions, which contain terms for collision avoidance, attraction towards the goals and desired speed. ATTRG adds a pedestrian grouping prior to ATTR. The source codes are acquired from the authors of [30, 38]. We also consider the baseline constant velocity model (LIN).

In order to make a direct comparison between motion models in the same framework, we combine each of these motion models with the identical particle filter (PF), described in Sec. III-B, by replacing RVO with others. The state representation of the PF includes the agent’s physical properties (position and velocity) and internal goals (desired velocity), as in Sec. III-B. The desired velocity is initially set to the initial velocity and evolves independently as the tracker runs. These online adaptive models are denoted as LTA+, ATTR+, ATTRG+, and RVO+. We also test a version of the PF where the desired velocity does not evolve along with position and velocity, and is fixed as the initial velocity (denoted as LIN, LTA, ATTR, ATTRG, and RVO).

In addition to PF, we also test RVO+ with our proposed HPF (Sec. IV). We compare against the higher-order particle filter from [28] (denoted as pHPF), which models the transition density as Gaussian where the mean is the weighted sum of predictions from previous particles. We use both RVO and LIN with pHPF. The higher-order models of [13, 29] are not based on PFs, so we do not consider them in experiments.

Parameter selection: As in [30, 38], the parameters of LTA, ATTR and RVO are trained using the genetic algorithm on an independent dataset ETH. The hyper-parameters of HPF ($K$, $\pi_j$) and pHPF (weights from each past particle) are also trained on ETH from [30]. For HPF, the resulting settings are $K = 2^1$, $\pi_j = \{0.91, 0.09\}^2$. Outside of this training, no scene prior or destination information is given, since we assume that the tracker can estimate these online.

### TABLE I: Mean prediction errors of different motion models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Zara01</th>
<th>Zara02</th>
<th>Student</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L=5</td>
<td>L=15</td>
<td>L=30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA+</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTR</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTR+</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTRG</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTRG+</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVO</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVO+</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pHPF (LIN)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pHPF/RVO+</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPF (RVO+)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Online estimation and motion prediction

In the first experiment, we evaluate the motion models mentioned in Sec. V-A and online estimation of desired velocities on a ground-truth prediction problem. For each dataset, the following two-phase experiment starts at every 16th time-step of the sequence. (Learning) the PF iterates using the ground-truth positions as observations for 10 consecutive time steps; (Prediction) after 10 time steps, the underlying motion model predicts (without further observations) the person’s trajectory for at most 30 time steps. We evaluate the accuracy of the motion models’ predictions using mean errors, i.e., distances from ground-truth, averaged over tracks in each dataset.

Table I reports the errors of predicting $L = \{5, 15, 30\}$ time steps on each dataset, as well as the average error over all datasets. Looking at the prediction performance without online estimation of desired velocities, LTA and RVO have similar error (0.64/0.65). However, due to the absence of the goals, ATTR and ATTRG do not perform as well. With the desired velocities adapted, the prediction errors decrease for most motion models (ATTR+, ATTRG+, and RVO+). This suggests that these crowd motion models rely on online estimating goals to produce accurate predictions. Since the behavior prediction of LTA relies on the velocity at the previous time step, the desired velocity estimation (LTA+) does not improve prediction. Among motion models, RVO+ has the lowest prediction error (0.62). Finally, using

---

1Since we test on low fps (2.5fps) data, compared with normal fps (25fps), the locations and velocities of pedestrians may change significantly between 3 frames. From our experiments, $K = 2$ turns out to be a reasonable longer-term duration to predict ahead.

2The ratio between $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$ suggests that the prediction from 2-steps ahead should have more than 10x higher likelihood in order to override the prediction from 1-step ahead (Eq. 26).
the HPF with RVO+ improves the prediction over the standard PF (RVO+) for all prediction lengths, with the average error reduced to 0.54 (about ~15% lower). Figure 3 shows two examples comparing RVO+ with related models.

C. Multiple-person tracking

We have evaluated our framework for tracking pedestrians in videos with low frame rate.

Setup. The observation likelihood is modeled as $p(y_t|x_t) \propto HSV(p_t, y_t)\text{Detect}(p_t, y_t)$. The first term, $HSV(p_t, y_t)$, measures the color histogram similarity between the observed template and the appearance template centered at location $p_t$ in frame $y_t$, i.e., $HSV(p_t, y_t) \propto \exp(-B(p_t, y_t)^2/2\sigma^2)$, where $B(p_t, y_t)$ measures the Bhattacharyya distance between the observed template and the appearance template and $\sigma$ is the variance parameter. The second term, $\text{Detect}(p_t, y_t)$, is the detection score at $p_t$ of $y_t$ from a HOG-based head-shoulders detector [11].

We use the same experimental protocol described in [38] for 2.5 fps video. The tracker starts at every 16th frame and runs for at most 24 subsequent frames, as long as the ground truth data exists for those frames in the scene. The tracker is initialized with the ground-truth positions, and receives no additional future or ground-truth information after initialization. No scene-specific prior or destination information are used since these are estimated online using our framework.

We evaluate tracking results using successful tracks (ST) and ID switches (IDS), as defined in [38]. A successful track is recorded if the tracker stays within 0.5 meter from its own ground-truth after $N = \{16, 24\}$ steps. A track that is more than 0.5 meter away from its ground-truth position is regarded as lost, while a track that is within 0.5 meter from its own ground-truth but closer to another person in the ground-truth is considered an ID switch (IDS). The number of ST and IDS are recorded for each dataset. We also report the total numbers using the “short” interval ($N = 8$ for Hotel and $N = 16$ for Zara01, Zara02, and Student) and “long” ($N = 16$ for Hotel and $N = 24$ for others). In addition to the metrics used in [38], we have also adopted four more metrics from [21] to measure our tracking performance: the true positive rate (TP), the ratio of false negatives (FN), the multiple object tracking precision (MOTP), and the multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA). For MOTP, we measure the distance between the ground truth and the prediction by the ratio of overlapping area between their tracking boxes. For the detailed definitions of TP, MOTP and MOTA, please refer to [21].

Furthermore, we have integrated LTA+, ATTR+, and ATTRG+ with HPF to compare with HPF (RVO+). Similar to the combination of RVO+ and HPF, we replace the state transition component with these methods.

Tracking results. The tracking results are presented in Table II. Compared to other motion models, RVO+ has the highest numbers of successful tracks in all the sequences. In addition, estimating the desired velocity increases the overall number of successful tracks for all motion models. When learning the desired velocity, the proportion of “long” successful tracks increases compared to the proportion of “short” STs (e.g., for ATTR/ATTR+, the short STs increase by 14%, whereas the long STs increase by 30%). These results suggest that online learning is useful in terms of long-term tracking. Online-learned desired velocities can prevent the trackers from drifting away. As shown in Figure 5, the desired velocity remains stable as the tracked person steers away to avoid collision. Note that on Zara02 and Student, RVO+ has large number of IDSs. This is because the desired velocity increases the variation of the particle distribution to prevent losing track, but as a consequence reduces the tracking precision in crowded scenes. The number of IDSs are reduced using our HPF model. Figure 4 shows two tracking examples on Hotel.

---

3 We use a similar training/test sets as [38] for cross validation. Each dataset is divided into two halves with the detector trained on one half and tested on the other.

4 We use $N = \{8, 16\}$ for Hotel since it contains shorter trajectories.
TABLE II: Comparison on the number of successful tracks (larger the better) and ID switches (smaller the better).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Zara01</th>
<th>Zara02</th>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Hotel</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>IDS</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>IDS</td>
<td>ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA+</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTR</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTR+</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTRG</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVO</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVO+</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pHPF(LIN)</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pHPF(RVO+)</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPF(LTA+)</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPF(ATTR+)</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPF(ATTRG+)</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPF(RVO+)</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Comparison on metrics TP, FN, MOTP, and MOTA. Larger values of TP, MOTP, and MOTA are better. Smaller values of FN are better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Zara01</th>
<th>Zara02</th>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Hotel</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>MOTP</td>
<td>MOTA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN</td>
<td>81.6</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>63.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA+</td>
<td>83.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>63.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTR</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>60.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTR+</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTRG</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>59.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVO</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>64.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVO+</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>65.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pHPF(LIN)</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>64.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pHPF(RVO+)</td>
<td>83.0</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>65.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPF(LTA+)</td>
<td>84.6</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>64.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPF(ATTR+)</td>
<td>84.8</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>65.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPF(ATTRG+)</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>67.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPF(RVO+)</td>
<td><strong>88.6</strong></td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td><strong>68.2</strong></td>
<td><strong>78.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>70.2</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

using RVO+ and other models. When the two targets are near to each other and have similar appearances, particles of one target are easily “hijacked” by the other target. Here, the reciprocal collision avoidance of RVO+ prevents hijacking.

Using HPF consistently increases STs compared to PF (i.e., RVO+), with an overall ST increase by ~6%. In addition, IDSs decrease by 30% when using HPF, compared to RVO+. In Table III, the results are consistent with the previous observations. With respect to TP, FN and MOTA, HPF (RVO+) outperforms other PF based methods. Besides, based on the results we have on Zara01, Zara02, and Hotel, HPF improves the tracking performance for most of the crowd motion models (e.g. LTA+ vs. HPF (LTA+)). It is worth noting that there are some missing values for HPF (LTA+), HPF (ATTR), and HPF (ATTRG+) in Tables II and III. This is because we could not get the results within a reasonable amount of time. Overall, the combinations of LTA+/ATTR+ and HPF have similar tracking performances compared with HPF (RVO+), but they have an additional runtime overhead (see Sec. V-D for a detailed explanation). These results suggest that HPF (RVO+) is capable using the longer-term prediction capability of RVO to overcome noise and occlusion. Figure 6 shows an example of how predictions from previous time-steps in HPF help overcome occlusions in tracking. Figure 7 illustrates four examples showing HPF tracking under frequent interactions and occlusions. Figure 9 shows additional multi-person tracking results using HPF on Zara01, Zara02 and Hotel. Figure 10 and 11 also demonstrate two sets of comparisons, LIN vs HPF and RVO+ vs HPF, respectively. Compared with LIN, HPF takes advantages of RVO’s capability in collision-free simulation. As illustrated in Figure 10, the tracker using LIN often switch the identities of pedestrians that walk close to each other, since its underlying motion model does not consider collision avoidance. From Figure 11, the tracker using RVO+ drifts due to the failure of the observation model in highly clustered situation. HPF is able to maintain tracking using higher-order predictions even though there are occlusions. Figure 12
Fig. 4: Two tracking examples (the first row and the second row) from Hotel. Each example has two key frames with a circle highlighting that, as two pedestrians walking together, particles of one pedestrian are hijacked by the other pedestrian due to similar appearance, and hence the tracking boxes converge to one of the pedestrians. The motion prior provided by RVO+ keeps the tracking boxes on the right targets.

Fig. 5: Example of desired velocity. For the target pedestrian, the arrow indicates the velocity of the person. On the right, the dot-line arrow is the mean desired velocity, and the red circles are the weighted particles (the size indicates the importance), representing desired velocities projected to destinations. When the person deviates to avoid collision with oncoming pedestrians, the desired velocity remains almost the same.

show additional examples of how the desired velocity is learned online and helps the trackers. In the figure, the online learned desired velocity is more accurate than the current velocity for the purpose of predicting the final goals.

pHPF (using LIN or RVO+) from [28], which has not been tested in low-fps video, overall performs worse than simple LIN for prediction and tracking. The reason of its poor performance is two-fold. First, a new particle is the weighted average of previous particle predictions. If these predictions are different (but equally valid), then the average prediction will be somewhere in between and may no longer be valid. Second, the weights are trained offline and do not depend on the observations, which causes problems for particles generated during occlusion. HPF addresses both these problems by using a multimodal transition distribution in Eq. 11, and using weights that depend on the observations in Eq. 26.

Fig. 6: HPF example on Zara01. The red circles represent the 1st-order particle distribution and the green crosses represent 2nd-order particle distribution. When the target pedestrian bypass the oncoming couple, a large portion of 1st-order particles deviate due to the occlusion whereas the majority of 2nd-order particles maintain the tracking boxes on the right target.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that our results (LTA+/ATTR+ in Table II) using online-estimation of internal goals are consistent with [38], which uses offline estimation based on labeled goals. For $N = 16$, the total STs on Zara01, Zara02 and Student with 2.5fps are 850/837/840 for LIN/LTA/ATTR in [38], and 906/876/882 for LIN/LTA+/ATTR+ reported here. For $N = 24$, the total STs are 394/394/390 for LIN/LTA/ATTR in [38], and 432/430/451 for LIN/LTA+/ATTR+ here. These performance differences among LIN/LTA/ATTR are consistent with those in [38] and our results are generally better than these results due to a more accurate observation model.

Dense crowd videos. We have also evaluated the
Fig. 7: Four examples from Zara01/Student using HPF for tracking pedestrians. Each example shows the trajectories of tracking in two frames. The first 3 examples include pedestrian pairs tracked through interaction and occlusions. There is one person (ID=8) lingering around with irregular trajectories and frequent occlusions, and HPF still tracks her throughout the video. The 4th example shows the benefits of our motion model when the appearance model fails; although the interaction takes place in the shadow, HPF maintains the track.

performance on two short video sequences with higher fps (16 fps), the Grand dataset [42] and the Mall dataset [33]. Grand was captured from the Grand Central Station in New York, and Mall was captured from the hall of a shopping mall in Hong Kong. Both videos consist of dense crowds with frequent interactions (see Fig. 8). The tracking results are shown in Table IV. Based on the TP/MOTA metrics, in dense crowd situations, there are no significant differences among these methods. This is mainly because pedestrians generally exhibit simple motions in short time gaps, which can be approximated by straight lines and can be well modeled by all motion models. In addition, in dense situations, pedestrians usually slow down, instead of deviating from the current movement direction. This explains why the methods with learned desired velocity (e.g. LTA+ or ATTR+) do not perform well in these two datasets.

Nevertheless, the ST/MOTA metrics indicate that our methods (RVO+ and HPF (RVO+)) still have some advantages over other methods in dense crowd video, even though the advantages are not as significant. On the Mall dataset, ATTRG obtains the highest MOTA due to the benefits of the group prior. In general, the tracking performance on Mall is worse than that of Grand, due to the higher density of the crowd and the frequent occurrences of long-term occlusions.

D. Implementation

We have implemented the particle filter based multi-target tracking system in Matlab and integrated with the crowd motion model RVO, which is in C++ (http://gamma.cs.unc.edu/RVO2/). We have also implemented the core parts of LTA/ATTR in C++. All results shown in this paper are computed using only a single core of CPU. According to Algorithm 1, during each frame, the complexity of PF (or HPF w/ $K = 1$) is $O(KMN)$ while that of HPF w/ $K > 1$ is $O(K^2MN^2)$, where $N$ is the number of agents, $M$ is the number of the particles, and $K$ is the order of HPF. Since the complexity of RVO is $O(N)$, the complexities of PF (RVO+) and HPF (RVO+) are $O(KMN^2)$ and $O(K^2MN^3)$, respectively.

We implemented LTA and ATTR in the same framework, but our methods obtain better timing performance (refer to Table V). As observed from Table V, the average time of HPF (RVO+) is twice the runtime cost of RVO+, while the running time of HPF (LTA+) and HPF (ATTR+) are around 10 times higher than those of LTA+ and ATTR+. For example, in the Student benchmark, as there are more pedestrians or agents, HPF (LTA+).
Fig. 9: Eight tracking examples on Hotel, Zara01 and Zara02. HPF keeps track of pedestrians well with the interactions and occlusions among pedestrians.

Fig. 10: Four tracking examples on Zara01 comparing LIN and HPF. As the targets are close to each other, LIN has ID switches (one’s particles are ‘hijacked’ by the other), while HPF does not have this problem.

and HPF (ATTR+) algorithms take about 15 to 20 minutes for tracking. This is because RVO is formulated as convex optimization and the complexity of RVO is $O(N)$, while LTA and ATTR need to compute the crowd state via non-linear non-convex optimization for each agent in a single step. In addition, for HPF, predicting the crowd state $K$-step ahead requires the crowd motion model to iteratively simulate the crowd state from the timestep $t - K$ for $K$ steps, which is much more time-consuming as the number of agents becomes large.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

We introduce a multiple-person tracking algorithm that improves existing agent-based tracking methods under low frame rates and without scene priors. We adopt a more precise agent-based motion model, RVO, and integrate it into the particle filter that enables online estimation of the desired velocities. Our PF framework also improves tracking for other agent-based motion models. Moreover, we derive a higher-order particle filter to better leverage the longer-term predictive capabilities of the crowd model. In experiments, we demonstrate that our framework is suitable for predicting pedestrians’ behaviors, and improves online-tracking in real-world scenes. In our experiments, we found that our method can work with higher FPS videos, but the benefits may not be as large as when used with low FPS video. Therefore, our algorithm mainly aims at applications, where low FPS video streaming can be deployed in an online manner, with the pedestrians frequently interacting with others.

The main focus of this work is to improve online tracking accuracy by integrating the RVO and other online crowd motion models with the particle filter. In the future work, we will extend our approach to perform real-time crowd tracking for different applications, in particular surveillance, where the input videos are typically of low quality. Currently, our implementation uses a single CPU core. However, our approach can be extended to make use parallel architecture features,
including multiple cores and SIMD of current CPUs and GPUs. In particular, particle filters can be extended using parallel computation techniques to achieve real-time performance, similar to [7, 26].

Furthermore, in our experiments, our methods still have some limitations in terms of tracking dense crowds in higher FPS video. First, PF with learned desired velocity (e.g. LTA+ or ATTR+) suffers from a drifting problem, because the desired velocity in the crowd state can be used to predict pedestrians’ collision avoidance but may also introduce uncertainty. Besides, we use a naive appearance model that may fail during long-term occlusions. As part of the future work, we would like to adaptively adjust the dependency of the desired velocity based on the detection confidence during tracking. On the other hand, inspired by [16, 43], we may also adaptively and individually train the appearance model during tracking.
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